Physical Environment Committee
1990-91 Annual Report

The Committee met five times from September 1990 through June 1991.

The PEC took the following actions:

1. Elected Professor Van Oudenallen as Faculty Vice Chair.

2. Received a status report on the 1989-91 Capital Budget request.

3. Accepted the Facilities Design Advisory Subcommittee’s recommendation for the design of the Architecture and Urban Planning building.

4. Use of Herbicides on Campus
   
   a) Received and discussed a report from the Landscape Advisory Committee. Tabled, pending further information, a motion to ban the use of herbicides on campus for a one-year period (October 10, 1990).

   b) Discussed the use of herbicides with Professor Emeritus Forest Stearns, Chair, Landscape Advisory Committee, and Dr. John Krezoski, Director of the Department of Environmental Health and Safety (February 13, 1991).

   c) Approved, by a 5-4 vote, a recommendation to the Chancellor for a one-year moratorium on the use of herbicides on campus (April 2, 1991).

5. Requested and received a progress report on the recommendations made in the 1987 report by the Task Force on Recreational Space.

6. Approved, by a 6-4 vote, the parking plan presented by the PEC’s Transportation Subcommitte. Chancellor Schroeder subsequently accepted the parking plan, effective late Fall of 1991.

7. Approved, by a 6-5 vote, the 1990-91 parking and transportation budget proposed by the Transportation Subcommittee.

8. Accepted the Facilities Design Advisory Subcommittee’s recommendation for the design of the School of Business Administration building.

10. Approved changes recommended by the Transportation Subcommittee in the Transportation Subcommittee's charter.

11. Approved a recommendation by the Transportation Subcommittee not to charge for parking in the Cramer lot on Saturdays.

12. Requested a report on the original design of the addition to Lapham Hall as it compares to what has actually been built.
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